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NB!!!!!!!!!!
MARCH CLUB MEETING:
Venue Change: HUIS ANDRE
van der WALT, Durban Road,
Bellville (opp Tafelberg Furnishers)

and willing!, to assist with the handling
of refreshments for an evening, please
chat to us and we will happily add you to
the roster!
Again, please note that the April
Meeting will take place on the
(the THIRD week) and not on the
due to Easter and other public
days!!!!

Club
19th
26th
holi-

Reminders for all of these announcements will be sent out, so please keep a
lookout for them.

And so, on that very urgent note, wel- Until next time, keep shooting—keep
come to the next edition of The Bellows! creating!
With barely a cup of coffee poured, we
are already marching towards the end of
the first quarter of 2017… Two challenging themes down, and Street Photography up next.
Important to note, is that all monthly Set
Subject images only qualify for entry if
they have been taken after 1 October of
the previous year—In other words, no
images older than 1 October 2016 can be
entered for the Set Subject division for
this year. In the Open category however,
there is no age stipulation for any of
those entries, so anything goes!
Events for March include an outing to
Hout Bay Harbour (please see Karen’s
article for all the details) and a workshop
on Exposure for Beginners (and for those
of us who have forgotten!) as our next
TLS evening. Please come along and support the folk who have worked hard to
set these up, and so maybe we can also
learn a thing or two along the way.
For those who have forgotten, the Annual Club Membership Fees are due asap,
and our Treasurer has asked that this be
done via EFT where possible. The fees
are R250 for the year, R175 for Pensioners & Scholars, and R75 for all Social
Members (non-competitive).
Our club banking details are as follows:
Tygerberg Photographic Society
Standard Bank
Acc: 274893142

DETAILS:
_________________________

Chairman:
Francois du Bois
083 449 2247
chairman@tygerphoto.co.za

Secretary:
Lorna Daroll
074 122 4874
info@tygerphoto.co.za

Webmaster:
Bennie Vivier
083 555 4414
webmaster@tygerphoto.co.za

Be blessed…. Lxx

Treasurer:
Martin Kleingeld
084 588 5686
kleing@telkomsa.net

Visitors for January
A warm welcome to:

TLS:
Jonathan Volmink

Danie le Roux

082 397 9698

Marilyn McIntosh

jonathanvolmink@gmail.com

Este Albertyn (signed up)

Outings:

Augusta Kay-Hards (signed up)

Karen Donaldson
083 342 7202
karendon@polka.co.za

******
BIRTHDAYS THIS MONTH!!!!!

Newsletter:
Lynne Kruger-Haye
082 576 7776

Wishing all of the very best to:

editor@tygerphoto.co.za

Gary Scholtz

Visitors & New Members:

Gideon van Zyl
Stacey McQueen

Branch Code: 026509

Christo la Grange
083 287 6750
christo@imaginet.co.za

Prints:
Desmond Labuschagne

Please send your Proof of Payment to
Martin on kleing@telkomsa.net
At the next club evening, please keep an
eye out for the roster for Catering on
Competition Evenings. If anyone is able,

COMMITTEE CONTACT

082 850 1345
Proud member of

dlab@cybersmart.co.za

TOP SCORING IMAGES OF THE
NIGHT: FEBRUARY 2017
DIGITAL SET SUBJECT WINNER &
OVERALL WINNER:
“ADVANCED ARCHITECTURE” by Andre Stipp

DIGITAL SET SUBJECT – RUNNER-UP
“CATHEDRAL GROUNDS” by Clifford Wyeth

Proud member of

DIGITAL OPEN – WINNER
“WHO IS THE BOSS” by Francois du Bois

DIGITAL OPEN – RUNNER UP
“SMALL CATCH 1K” by Johan Beyers

PRINTS SET SUBJECT – WINNER
“MUIZENBERG ARCH” by Lorna Darroll

PRINTS SET SUBJECT – RUNNER UP
“SKY CATHEDRAL” by Stephen Burgstahler

PRINTS OPEN — WINNER
“GUITAR MEDLEY” by Rob Minter

PRINTS OPEN – RUNNER-UP
“MEN AT WORK” by Andre Stipp

CLUB OUTINGS

TLS

FROM THE DESK OF THE

by Karen Donaldson

(Tygerberg Learn & Share)

CHAIRMAN:

by Jonathan Volmink

Just a brief note from me this
month. Firstly, well done everyone for embracing the new
year at TPS with such enthusiasm! It is fantastic to see the
high level of entries once
again.

The TPS Club Outings are hosted
once a month, usually over a
weekend. Where possible, these
outings are organised around the
upcoming set subject for that
month, allowing members to
take advantage of going in a
group. This not only addresses
some safety issues, but also provides an environment for learning from one another, as well the
opportunity for forging friendships over the inevitable raucous
socialising that happens!
Please do join us next month for
an outing to Hout Bay on Sunday,
5th March. We will meet at
8:30am in the Harbour parking
area. The idea is to roam around
the market set up there to try
our hand at Street Photography.

NEXT TLS SESSION:
THURSDAY, 9TH MARCH 2017
7PM, at the club venue:
All Saints Anglican Church

Welcome also to all our visitors
and new members, we hope
February saw the first of the year's you have an amazing journey
5th Photo Discussions. Although here with us at TPS.
only a handful of people attended
we still had very good discussions Please remember the venue
on the photos that were submitted. change for next month—Huis
Some of the experienced members Andre van der Walt in Bellbrought along photos that they had ville.
been experimenting with and got
Also please remember the date
great feedback from the group.
change for our club meeting in
Within the group we had 4 qualified April due to Easter and other
judges who understand how club public holidays.
photography is judged and were
able to provide useful feedback on Do keep an eye out for comhow to improve the photos.
munications and reminders
over the course of the next few
Next month Christo will be pre- weeks.
senting a workshop on Exposure for
Beginners. This is intended to be a Bye for now, and remember to
good starting point for newer mem- “Think before you click!”
bers but will also be a good refresh- Francois du Bois
er for the more experienced members.
Baxter Road, Durbanville

Please remember a small donation
of R10 to cover the costs of hiring
the hall.

DATES TO DIARISE:
MARCH 2017
5th

TPS Club Outing—Hout
Bay Harbour

9th

TLS—Exposure for Begin
ners

‘Till then, happy shooting!!
Kind regards,
Jonathan
I look forward to seeing you
there!
Karen (0833427202)

(082 397 9698)

11th Krugersdorp Salon closes
19th Club Submissions Due
22nd Club Competition—
Street Photography
25th BFK Salon closes

MEMBER INTERVIEW:
Chatting with :

logical choice. We bought ourselves decent DSLR
cameras and a couple of lenses, attend various classes and workshops to learn what photography is all
about.
Once we knew where to switch on the cameras, we
joined Tygerberg Photographic Society (TPS) and
was shocked completely out of our comfort zone
when we saw the quality of work on our first visit.
We decided there and then that it will require some
serious effort to improve our photos.

I can still remember that at the beginning we were
still naïve and decided that our work will only be
“Out of Camera” without any post-processing.
After a few months, we decided to try Photoshop
Elements, but soon we upgraded to the Full Photoshop and later Lightroom follows. At present,
there is no photo that did not go for a dip through
How did you became interested in Photog- P/S and/or Lightroom, which is not strange, considering that we only shoot in RAW

Christo la Grange

raphy?

This is a long story.

I am interested in anything mechanical, therefore I
was interested in photography since childhood.
My mother took photos with a “Brownie” Box Camera of the family during special occasions and I was
thrilled when she handed the camera to me to take
a photo of them. I could hardly wait for the film to
get full so that they can hand it in for development.
Then there were another 2 weeks to wait before
the developed photos returned. (We live on a farm
far from the town). I was very disappointed with
the result, because all the heads were “cut off” on
the photo. Fortunately, over the years, I learn to
improve on my shots.

2016 was a very good year for both Marleen and
myself. It was our 4th year since joining TPS, and
during that year we achieved not only 5 Star advancements at Club level, but was also both awarded LPSSA honours and became accredited Photographic Judges at PSSA, as well as at Western Cape
levels.

What type or style of Photography do you
enjoy?
At present, I am a “Jack of all trades and Master of
none”. I enjoy all types and genres of photography,
but would like to apply my mind more to Macro,
Creative and Product Photography in the future.

What advice would you give our newer

During my years as a student at the University of
Stellenbosch I took “Social photos” at functions for members and photographers?
pocket money and learn to develop and print my
By joining a Photographic Club (Like TPS) is already
own B & W photos. I was the proud owner of a
having reached your first milestone. It proves that
Pentax 35mm film camera then.
you are interested, and serious to improve yourself.
During my 31 years in Private Practice my photography consists of using a “Point and Shoot” film,
(and later digital) cameras for family photos. I was
never impressed by the quality of my pictures.
They were just record shots.

Remember that in Photography, (as in many other
disciplines) you will be a life-long student. Use every possible opportunity to learn more about it at
club level and via literature and the Internet, but
never lose sight that Photography is only a hobby
When my wife (Marleen) and myself retired during and that every moment you spend with it, it should
2012 we decided to take on a hobby that we can be fun, (even when it is your fulltime job).
enjoy and practice together. Photography was the

CHAPPIES CORNER: Did you know…..?

THE 8 BIGGEST STREET PHOTOGRAPHY MISTAKES
MADE BY NEWBIES
October 5, 2016

Posted In Digital Photography Tips by James Maher

Street photography is incredibly difficult, so it’s easy to make a lot of mistakes. Some of
the practices involved are so counterintuitive to what you may have been taught in other
fields that it can be very difficult to figure out what is right.
Street photography is a spontaneous, rewarding, and sometimes nerve-wracking form of photography
where anything can happen and you can capture images that nobody will be able to reproduce. Here are
some newbie street photography mistakes to avoid as you work to improve your work in this genre.

1. Using a low ISO
It used to be common knowledge that using the lowest possible ISO was always the best strategy, and this
is still taught today. However, this is not always true. Digital cameras have improved significantly at high
ISOs over the last 10 years, where it sometimes no longer even makes a difference.
Of course, if you are photographing landscapes, anything that is not moving, or if you are using a tripod, it
makes sense to use a low ISO because you will not need a fast shutter speed. In these situations you do
not have to make any compromises, settings wise, to achieve a great picture.

However, with street photography, you will need both a fast shutter speed (I recommend 1/250th of a
second) to freeze motion in people, and often a small aperture (such as f/8, f/11, or f/16). The reason for
using a small aperture is because street photography is so spontaneous that it helps to have a large depth
of field in case you miss the focus on the main subject. In addition, context is very important in street
photography, and a large depth of field will allow you to capture subjects at different depths that are both
acceptably sharp.

2. Letting fear dictate how you shoot
The toughest aspect of street photography,
when learning it for the first time, is the fear
involved. Fear can make it so difficult, and
even when you get to the point of being comfortable photographing strangers, the fear
can make you tentative enough to just miss
the shot.
If you are afraid to photograph on the street,
you need to deal with this issue right away.
Start by asking strangers to take their street
portraits. Put a smile on your face, tell someone you’re doing a portrait project and think
they look great. You’ll likely make their day.
This will help you to get comfortable and have fun out there. Make sure to go out regularly so that you
become more comfortable with your surroundings over time and that the people recognize you. Feel like
you belong.
Go to a busy area and don’t hide. Go out right in the middle.
The closer to the middle you are, the less that people will
think that you could possibly be doing anything wrong. Forget about taking a good photograph, composition, lighting,
or anything of that stuff. You can deal with all that later. For
now, just people watch and snap some pictures without
worry. Get used to the hand-eye coordination involved.
Stick to the people that look like they are happy. If someone
seems a little disturbed or upset, you don’t have to take
their picture.
If you get caught, smile, and tell the person you are doing a
class or personal project on interesting people in the area
and you thought they looked fabulous. Flattery is key. If they
then seem anxious, kindly offer to delete the photograph
and tell them you did not mean to make them uncomfortable. This will diffuse most situations very easily, and when
you realize you can do that, it will make you more confident
in how you photograph.

3. Walking too fast
A lot of new street photographers walk really fast. It’s like they’re constantly looking for the next location,
thinking that something magical will be around the corner. But in thinking that way, they’re disregarding
so much around them. There’s a reason that the best photographers can create good photographs anywhere. They take the time to look.

Pick a spot and wait there. This will allow your senses to be heightened as you focus entirely on your surroundings. In addition, people will come toward you and enter your personal space, so it makes taking a
photo of them much easier.
If you notice yourself immediately disregarding a location as boring, I want you to go out of your way to
figure out how to get a good shot there. This is a great lesson. Try not to disregard anything.
Then, when you do walk, walk at a slower pace. A fast walk will make it harder to both notice things happening and to get into position when they do. Take your time as you meander, with frequent stops along
the way.

4. Not getting close enough
Get close and try using a wide-angle or mid-range focal length lens. If
people are across the street or tiny in your image it can only be so
good (mediocre at best). You want to be able to see the expression on
their face, the emotion, and sometimes even the wrinkles. Shots from
far away can be great depending on the image, but also try to get as
close as you can.

Picking a location in a busy area and waiting there can be a big help to
getting close-up candid images, as the people will be entering your
personal space while you already have your camera ready.

5. Focusing too much on a single person or object

Shots of single things can be great, and it’s a big part of what you want to be looking for out there. But try
not to do only that. You don’t always need to hyper-focus in on one subject. When you notice someone
interesting, look around and see if you can combine them with something else that is interesting. Maybe
it’s another person that is about to intersect or an interesting background. Combining elements together
into complex scenes is difficult to do, but it is at the heart of street photography, and it is something to
which you’ll want to pay attention.
Similar to this idea is to avoid always using a shallow depth of field. Images shot with a wide aperture are
very good and important to do in street photography, but this technique also limits you. If you are blurring the rest of your scene away, there is no context or background, and it makes it impossible to combine
elements together. Try shooting with both a shallow (big aperture like f/2.8) and deep depth of field
(small aperture like f/11), because they are both important.

6. Looking through the viewfinder too much instead of using your eyes
Because of the speed at which the street
moves, keeping your head in the viewfinder too much is a rookie mistake. Take your
eyes off the camera and look around. Your
eyes are the true viewfinder and you will
be much quicker at noticing potential moments if your eyes are unencumbered.
Keep your situational awareness high and
look around until you notice something
about to happen, then go to the viewfinder. You will find that your instincts will
work much better and quicker this way.

7. Removing the camera from your eye when you take a shot
Ideally, you want to be as candid as possible in street photography, and while this is not always possible, it will make your
life much easier if you are good at it. One of the biggest ways to
avoid being noticed is when you stop doing what I call the camera snap.
The camera snap is something that most photographers do
when they take their camera away from their eyes immediately
after taking a photograph. This is what tips off the subject that
you have taken their photo. Instead, keep the camera up to
your eye and let the person walk through. They will think that you were taking a photo of the background
and that they were just in the way.
Similarly, if you are photographing in an area without a lot
of people, you can aim your camera up or to the side of
your subject like you are photographing a building. Then at
the last second, bring your camera over, take the shot of
them, and move on.

8. Lack of patience
Street photography is not for everyone, and that is because it takes so much patience. It is similar to fishing. You throw your reel out there over and over and if you come back at the end of the day with one
huge fish, then it was a good day.

Conclusion
So where do you go from here? Well, I hope you can learn from these mistakes and avoid them by using
the tips provided. If you can do that you will see improvements in your street photography and you’ll
probably enjoy it more too.

BACK TO BASICS!
A QUICK GUIDE TO THOSE THINGS WE STILL NEED TO KNOW (OR HAVE ALREADY FORGOTTEN!)

CAMERA MODES: Understanding DSLR Camera Shooting Modes
When you buy a digital camera, it will come with a selection of Automatic camera
modes. These are pre-programmed settings that allow you to choose the optimum
shutter speed and aperture value for the photograph you want to take. They are useful when you are starting out, but also for the experienced photographer who needs
to capture a shot fast. Familiarize yourself with the settings and get comfortable with
them; and remember that every camera has slightly variable preset modes. The following are the most common:

Auto Mode

Automatic Exposure is when the camera chooses the optimum shutter speed, aperture, ISO and flash settings for your shot. All you need to do is point and shoot. This
can be good if you have no idea of what settings to choose and also when you need
to shoot quickly. The shot here is perfectly exposed as the day is well lit, though auto
-exposure may struggle in situations where the light is uneven, and it tends to trigger
the flash even when it’s not necessary.

Portrait Mode
Portrait mode will “think” that there is a
subject in the foreground of the frame
and choose a shallow depth of field in
order to keep the human subject in focus but the background blurred. If the
camera reads the scene as dark, it will
add fill-in flash. Fill-in flash is useful in
sunny conditions too, when the sun
casts a harsh shadow. Portrait mode
generally works best in well lit conditions.

Macro Mode
Macro mode is very useful to take a photograph of an image smaller than your
hand. Remember that macro mode will
not give you super close up images; for
this you will need a macro lens. Macro
mode will work best in bright conditions
and will choose a shallow depth of field to
focus on the subject. Therefore, if light is
low, use a tripod. Your focusing also has
to be more careful when taking a macro
image. This is because when you use a
shallow depth of field, you give yourself a
smaller margin for error.

Landscape Mode
Landscape mode usually uses a small aperture (high f/number) to create a well focused image from the foreground into the
distance (on old style cameras, the setting
was ‘infinity’ represented by a sideways
figure 8). Landscape mode tends to suit a
wide lens, and again works well if the scene is well lit. It will use flash if it reads the
foreground as too dark, but you can manually turn this off.

Sports Mode

Because sports are fast paced activities, sports mode will give you a high shutter
speed of at least 1/500 – 1/1000 of a second. With a high shutter speed to freeze
movement, it means that flash is usually not necessary – though once again this
works best on a bright day. Sports mode can work well alongside continuous shooting mode, where images are taken consecutively – the result is a number of shots
capturing action in mid air.

Night Portrait Mode

In the night portrait mode, the camera will try to balance the darkness of the background with the need to light the subject in the foreground. The aperture will have to
be fairly wide to allow enough light in to capture the background and keep the subject
in focus, but at the same time flash is necessary to illuminate the person and avoid
blur. Sometimes the night portrait mode will double flash, creating an unusual double
exposure look.

Advanced Camera Modes
On most DSLR cameras, there will also be the letter modes – M (Manual), AV
(Aperture-Priority), TV or S (Shutter-Priority) and P (Programmed Auto). Manual allows the photographer to change every single setting; Aperture-Priority allows the
photographer to set the aperture value and the camera automatically sets the correct
shutter speed; TV lets the photographer choose the shutter speed first (for example
when shooting sports) and the camera automatically sets the correct aperture. P Program mode is similar to Auto mode - the shutter and aperture settings are determined by the camera, but the photographer can adjust the shooting and image recording functions.

Conclusion
Some people consider it amateurish to use pre determined settings, when in fact
there may be times when we are in a rush and cannot adjust everything manually.
Also remember that using these modes will teach you about photography and ideal
settings for different conditions. If in doubt, you can use Auto camera mode, then adjust the settings manually. Auto settings are there to be used so try them all, and become familiar with what each one does.

SET SUBJECTS FOR 2017
AS TYGERBERG PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE PSSA, THE
CATEGORY DEFINITIONS AS SET OUT BY PSSA FOR SALON SUBMISSIONS WILL APPLY TO
THE MONTHLY SET SUBJECT WHERE APPROPRIATE. PLEASE READ THROUGH THESE
CAREFULLY BEFORE MAKING YOUR SUBMISSIONS.

JANUARY:

WATER

Done!

Any images depicting water in any format is allowed, providing that the water is obviously the subject in
the image. Water comes in different forms i.e. liquid, solid (ice) and gas (steam) and all are acceptable for
this set subject.
From the crashing of turbulent waves against the rocks on a stormy afternoon to the calm crystal-clear
reflections in a country dam, there are many ways to photograph water. The blurred milky effect
achieved by slowing down the shutter speed or “freezing” the shot using fast shutter speeds to capture
the detail in the water. Water can be found all around us, in streams & rivers, waterfalls, the ocean, rain
drops, icicles, glaciers, puddles, ice blocks, lakes, dripping taps, morning dew on leaves. The images for
this assignment can also be achieved indoors by photographing a reflection through a water droplet
(refraction) or a droplet dripping into a glass of water, or the splash of fruit as it is dropped in a jar of water.
Done!

FEBRUARY:

ABANDONED BUILDINGS/ARCHITECTURE

Architectural photography is the photographing of buildings and similar structures that are both aesthetically pleasing and accurate representations of their subjects. Architectural photographers are usually skilled in the use of specialized techniques and equipment. As a building cannot convey emotions like a
human subject, architectural photographers need to set a mood using ambient light. The photographer
can also tell a story and make a photo more dynamic by displaying some of the building’s environment or
by choosing interesting angles that show off pattern, contrast or repetition.

MARCH:

STREET PHOTOGRAPHY

Street photography records unposed scenes in public places. The primary subject is people and/or symbols of people, at rest or in motion, alone or with others, going about their everyday activities. Manipulation should be confined to colour correction and judicial cropping. (PSSA Definition)

APRIL:

CANDLE LIGHT / LOW LIGHT

Low light photography is not necessarily just night photography, as many people assume. There could be
different amounts of light coming from various sources and whatever is less than daytime light outside, is
considered low-light.

MAY:

PANNING

Panning is defined as taking a photograph or series of photographs while rotating a camera horizontally
or vertically while keeping a moving subject in view. In still photography the use of the term usually refers
to the act of panning. The pan aims to capture a moving object in sharp definition while the background
is blurred thus imitating what the eye would see if following a moving object. Panning requires a specific
technique of rotating the camera to follow the moving object. In a properly panned shot the photographic subject(s) that is being tracked is normally sharp while the rest of the picture is blurred by the movement.

JUNE:

WILDLIFE / BIRDS / GARDEN BIRDS

Wildlife, birds and garden birds may include images of undomesticated animal species in their natural
habitat.
Allowed:
Wild Animals in their natural habitat
Endemic garden birds
Wild birds in their natural habitat

Not allowed:
Domesticated animals and birds – pets
Aquarium fish
Insects
Animals in captivity
Human elements shall not be present, except where those human elements are integral parts of the nature story such as nature subjects like barn owls or storks, adapted to an environment modified by humans, or where those human elements are in situations depicting natural forces like hurricanes or tidal
waves. Scientific bands, scientific tags or radio collars on wild animals are permissible. Photographs of
artificially created hybrid plants, cultivated plants, feral animals, domestic animals, obviously set arrangements, mounted specimens including insects or animals doped or killed for macro (or any other type of
photography), are ineligible, as is any form of manipulation that alters the truth of the photographic
statement.
Any action which causes harm, no matter how unintentional it may be, is not acceptable. The use of live
bait and actions such as chilling, freezing, spinning or light anaesthesia of any creature is unethical and
therefore not acceptable. No techniques that add, relocate, replace, or remove pictorial elements except
by cropping are permitted. Techniques that enhance the presentation of the photograph without changing the nature story or the pictorial content, or without altering the content of the original scene, are permitted including HDR, focus stacking and dodging/burning. All allowed adjustments must appear natural.
Colour images can be converted to greyscale/monochrome. Stitched images are not permitted. Infrared
images, either direct‐captures or derivations, are not allowed.
Please note that this month’s set subject is defined as WILDLIFE—NOT nature, and that the appropriate
rules are applied.

JULY:

ALTERED REALITY / COMPOSITES / DOUBLE EXPOSURE

Manipulation is allowed .
Altered Reality—An image created by altering reality in an obvious manner, created digitally or in camera.
The intention is the creation of an image that conveys a feeling or message, or tells a story.

Composite images are usually presented as one final picture, with added elements from some other images, thus changing the meaning of the original.
Creative or Visual Art Creative photography is a means of expression and a way for the author to make a
personal photographic statement. These images should go beyond the straightforward pictorial rendering
of a scene. The image does not have to employ derivative or manipulative techniques to be Creative or
Visual Art. However all work should be that of the author and not copied or derived from elsewhere.

AUGUST:

MACRO / CLOSE UP

MACRO – manipulation is allowed* Macro photography is extreme close-up photography, where you get
close to a small subject by physical or optical means. Starting at approximately 1/4 life size i.e. when the
subject being photographed is four (4) times the size of the film frame or digital sensor. There is no limit
on the upper end. The size of the subject in the finished photograph is greater than life size. *Macro fits
as a subsection of Open as well as Nature; when entered in a Nature section, manipulation is NOT allowed.

SEPTEMBER:

ADVERTISING / PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY

Product photography is a branch of commercial photography which is about accurately but attractively
representing a product. The principal application of product photography is in product catalogues and
brochures, with a proportion of product images also being used in advertising.

OCTOBER:

SPORT

Sports Photography covers any aspect of a sporting event. Images must depict an active pastime or recreation involving physical exertion and/or skill that is governed by a set of rules or customs and often of a
competitive nature. Images in this section could include the spectators or judge or umpire in a sporting
event.
Sports Action Photography is similar to Sports Photography, but should show sports people in action.
Images must depict an active pastime or recreation involving physical exertion and/or skill that is governed by a set of rules or customs and often of a competitive nature. The level of sport can range from
children playing a sport to the Olympic Games.
Submission in either category definition is acceptable.

NOVEMBER:

FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY

Food photography is a still life photography genre used to create attractive still life photographs of food.
It is a specialization of commercial photography, the products of which are used in advertisements,
magazines, packaging, menus or cookbooks.

PSSA ETHICS STATEMENT
1.

A member of the Photographic Society of South Africa shall act in accordance with all PSSA policies.

2.

A member shall be honest in performing and reporting services to the Society.

3.

A member shall be ethical in making and presenting photographic images.

4.

All members shall practice the Society’s Code of Ethics for Nature Photography and apply the same
principles to all genres of photography.

5.

Images submitted for competitions shall originate as photographs by the entrant on photographic
emulsion or acquired digitally.

6.

The original image and all elements therein must have been taken by the photographer, whatever
photographic medium is used. All actions in reaching the final presentation must be made by the
photographer with the exclusion of film processing, unmanipulated commercial scanning and
printing.

7.

No images or parts of images downloaded from the internet or copied from any source whatsoever,
may be used in work entered in any PSSA event, including any salon or honours application.

8.
Each Image must have a unique title and this title may not be subsequently changed. Once an image has been accepted in a PSSA event, that same image or a like "in camera", or a "reproduction" dupli
cate of that image, may not be retitled for entry in any other PSSA event.
9.

An image may only be used once in a particular salon, panel or competition, irrespective of the
category, or of the image being in colour or monochrome. No similar images may be used. The
same image may be entered in other salons and on any salon where it was not previously accepted.

10.

PSSA will apply a limit on total acceptances per image as defined in the respective Impala and Dia
mond Rating rules.

11.

Images submitted in Club competitions, workshops and the like shall follow these standards.

12.

Information included in honours and awards applications shall be exact and true.

13.

By virtue of submitting an entry, the photographer certifies the work as his/her own.

14.

Material submitted for possible publication in PSSA publications and/or the PSSA website shall be
solely the work of the author(s) and any quotations or input from other material or collaborator(s)
shall be carefully cited and appropriate credit given for all contributions used. The author is respon
sible to obtain permission to use copyrighted material.

15.

Members not in compliance with this ethics statement will be subject to appropriate sanction by
the Board which could include loss of membership and/or awards and honours.
Proud member of

THANK YOU’S:
Our gratitude to the All Saints Anglican Church for the privilege of using their venue, and especially to Pam
Davies & Lydia Marais for always being willing to unlock and assist.
Huge thanks also go to Gerda Kleingeld for looking after us this month.
As always, we would also like to take this opportunity to thank our sponsors for assisting in making our club
so successful. Our appreciation goes to:

MRS ROANNE
DE HAAST

A PREMIUM WINE COMPANY

ORMS BELLVILLE

CLUB SCORESHEET FOR: FEBRUARY 2017
HOW DO CLUB STAR ADVANCEMENTS WORK?

NEWSFLASH!!

The points scored through the image awards at club competitions
are accumulated and used as follows:

STAR ADVANCEMENTS

Every ‘BRONZE’ awarded during the year will represent 1 point, every
‘SILVER’ 2 points, every ‘GOLD’ 3 points, every ‘MERIT’ 4 points.
1 Star to 2 Star:

30 Points Must include 8 Gold awards

2 Star to 3 Star :

45 Points Must include 12 Gold awards

3 Star to 4 Star:

150 Points Must include 20 Gold awards + 10 Salon
acceptances (a Certificate of merit or higher accolade
will serve as 2 salons acceptances)

4 Star to 5 Star:

1-2: Arnold vd Westhuizen
2-3: Richard Jones
3-4: Lynne Kruger-Haye

BEST BEGINNER:

150 Points Must include 35 Gold awards + 30 Salon
acceptances (a Certificate of merit or higher accolade
will serve as 2 salons acceptances)

Denise Visser

5 Star to Master : 300 Points Must include 100 Gold awards + 100 Salon
acceptances (a Certificate of merit or higher accolade
will serve as 2 salons acceptances)

Master to Grand Master: 300 Points Must include 100 Gold awards + 170
Salon acceptances (a Certificate of merit or higher
accolade will serve as 2 salons acceptances)

Proud member of

SALONS ACHIEVED FOR: FEBRUARY 2017
Acc

COM

2nd

David

Barnes

5

Stephen

Burgstahler

4

Sandra

Calitz

3

Lynne

Kruger-Haye

10

1

Christo

la Grange

12

1

Marleen

la Grange

12

1

Desmond Labuschagne

4

1

Rob

Minter

1

1

Andre

Stipp

7

1

Vic

Els

2

Mariana

Visser

1

Gary

Scholz

1

1ST

INT acc INT COM Int medal

25
1

34

1
1

FEBRUARY 2017: FINAL SCORES
Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Star
Rating

Title

Score
Total

Awards

Digital Open

Vic

Els

4 Aloes

11 S

Digital Open

David

Barnes

3 Angry Apples

13 G

Digital Open

Marleen

La Grange

5 Bergkelder

12 G

Digital Open

Stephen

Burgstahler

3 Blouberg Canyon

11 S

Digital Open

Ronel

Nel

3 du Toitskloof brand

11 S

Digital Open

Lynne

Kruger-Haye

3 Golden Sunrise

11 S

Digital Open

Ena

Malan

4 kerse in die kerk

10 S

Digital Open

Gary

Scholtz

3 Kogel Baai Sunset

13 G

Digital Open

Alta

Jones

2 LAASTE LIG - MOSSELBAAI

11 G

Digital Open

Wayne

Weimann

3 Lost in my music

12 G

Digital Open

Christo

la Grange

5 Magnifying Glass

14 COM

Digital Open

Francois

du Bois

4 Mr Bee at work

12 G

Digital Open

Denise

Visser

1 NY City building

13 G

Digital Open

Erwin

Kruger-Haye

2 Overberg Morning

13 G

Digital Open

Kerryann

Collier

3 Pocketed view

11 S

Digital Open

Rob

Minter

4 Pond life

11 S

Digital Open

Richard

Jones

2 Quay Four

11 G

Digital Open

Karen

Donaldson

3 Ready to blow away

13 G

Digital Open

Desmond

Labuschagne

5 Remnants of an Old Fishing Boat

10 S

Digital Open

Arnold

vd Westhuizen

1 Seweweekspoort

11 G

Digital Open

Clifford

Wyeth

5 Shades of wheat

12 G

Digital Open

Andre

Stipp

4 Shells

13 G

Digital Open

Erik

Seket

3 Singapore Skyline

13 G

Digital Open

Johan

Beyers

Digital Open

Barbara

van Eeden

4 Somersvreugde

10 S

Digital Open

Rodney

Rudman

3 Something old something new

12 G

Digital Open

Daniel

Rossouw

3 The Promise of A Meeting

13 G

Digital Open

Bennie

Vivier

5 The Skier

12 G

Digital Open

Hugo

Coetzee

3 Those were the days

13 G

Digital Open

Lynne

Shone

3 Waiting for the school bus

13 G

Digital Open

Marius

Bothma

3 Young Love

12 G

Digital Open

Daniel

Rossouw

3 A Fathers Guiding Hand

11 S

Digital Open

Wayne

Weimann

3 Banking Curves

12 G

Digital Open

Alta

Jones

2 BREAKING ON THE ROCKS

10 S

Digital Open

Desmond

Labuschagne

5 Colourful Waterdrop

11 S

Digital Open

Denise

Visser

1 Eyes of the Fort

10 G

Digital Open

Ronel

Nel

3 Fish Eagle

Digital Open

Bennie

Vivier

5 Fishing at Flatrock

Master Small Catch 1K

14 M~2O

9B
13 G

Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Star
Rating

Title

Score
Total

Awards

Digital Open

Hugo

Coetzee

3 Those were the days

13 G

Digital Open

Lynne

Shone

3 Waiting for the school bus

13 G

Digital Open

Marius

Bothma

3 Young Love

12 G

Digital Open

Daniel

Rossouw

3 A Fathers Guiding Hand

11 S

Digital Open

Wayne

Weimann

3 Banking Curves

12 G

Digital Open

Alta

Jones

2 BREAKING ON THE ROCKS

10 S

Digital Open

Desmond

Labuschagne

5 Colourful Waterdrop

11 S

Digital Open

Denise

Visser

1 Eyes of the Fort

10 G

Digital Open

Ronel

Nel

3 Fish Eagle

Digital Open

Bennie

Vivier

5 Fishing at Flatrock

Digital Open

Rodney

Rudman

3 Forest Cascades

Digital Open

Lynne

Shone

3 From Russia with love

Digital Open

Hugo

Coetzee

3 harbour Abstract

9B

Digital Open

Johan

Beyers

Master Harvest Time C1K

13 G

Digital Open

Vic

Els

4 Home Alone

11 S

Digital Open

Stephen

Burgstahler

3 Honeycomb Skyline

13 G

Digital Open

Karen

Donaldson

3 Lights on the Mountain

10 S

Digital Open

Arnold

vd Westhuizen

1 Long shadows in Hoeko Valley

11 G

Digital Open

Erwin

Kruger-Haye

2 Midnight at the Mountain

12 G

Digital Open

David

Barnes

3 Mr and Mrs

14 COM

Digital Open

Kerryann

Collier

3 Street Lights

11 S

Digital Open

Ena

Malan

4 vissersboot

8B

Digital Open

Andre

Stipp

4 Water Lily

13 G

Digital Open

Francois

du Bois

4 Who is the Boss

14 COM~1O

Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Star
Rating

9B

Title

13 G
9B
11 S

Score
Total

Awards

Digital - Set Subject Ronel

Nel

3 Abandond building

9B

Digital - Set Subject Andre

Stipp

4 Advanced Architecture

14 COM~1S~Overall

Digital - Set Subject Karen

Donaldson

3 Architectural Detail

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Barbara

van Eeden

4 Bewondering vir Argitek

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Hugo

Coetzee

3 Block 6

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Marleen

La Grange

5 Bloomberg passage

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Christo

la Grange

5 Cape Town Buildings

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Clifford

Wyeth

5 Cathedral grounds

13 G~2S

Digital - Set Subject Joseph

Inns

4 Forgotten beauty

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Desmond

Labuschagne

5 Forgotten Farmhouse

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Denise

Visser

1 Fort no more

10 G

Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Star
Rating

Title

Score
Total

Digital - Set Subject Kerryann

Collier

3 Framed

10 S

Digital - Set Subject Wayne

Weimann

3 Hall of Learning

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Johan

Beyers

Digital - Set Subject Lorna

Darroll

5 Look up

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Rob

Minter

4 Modern and spacious

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Francois

du Bois

4 old Colonial Architecure

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Alta

Jones

2 PAST TIME

11 G

Digital - Set Subject Arnold

vd Westhuizen

1 Red door

11 G

Digital - Set Subject Vic

Els

4 Roadside Barn

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Lynne

Shone

3 Rococo Gable

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Bennie

Vivier

5 Ruins

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Marius

Bothma

3 Sanbell

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Gary

Scholtz

3 Stairway to no where

10 S

Digital - Set Subject Erik

Seket

3 Temple Arches

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Stephen

Burgstahler

3 The Final Stage

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Daniel

Rossouw

3 The Old Giving Way to the New

13 G

Digital - Set Subject Rodney

Rudman

3 Time creeping

12 G

Digital - Set Subject Martin

Kleingeld

3 Two Bedroom Ruins

10 S

Digital - Set Subject David

Barnes

3 Waterfront marble

11 S

Digital - Set Subject Richard

Jones

2 Waterfront Silos

13 G

Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Awards

Master House On Fire 1K

Star
Rating

Title

Score
Total

Awards

Prints - Open

Martin

Kleingeld

3 Add a Room

11 S

Prints - Open

Marleen

La Grange

5 Auchterlonie by night

10 S

Prints - Open

Joseph

Inns

4 Bridge over troubled water

12 G

Prints - Open

Clifford

Wyeth

5 Busking

13 G

Prints - Open

Lorna

Darroll

5 BW portrait #83 Pelle

13 G

Prints - Open

Richard

Jones

2 Fishing Boats

11 G

Prints - Open

Rob

Minter

4 Guitar medley

14 COM~1O

Prints - Open

Erwin

Kruger-Haye

2 Lonely Morning

11 G

Prints - Open

Andre

Stipp

4 Men at Work

13 G~2O

Prints - Open

Christo

la Grange

5 Mountain at the sea

12 G

Prints - Open

Ronel

Nel

3 Paint with the sun

Prints - Open

Lynne

Kruger-Haye

3 Sunrise Pathway

11 S

Prints - Open

Desmond

Labuschagne

5 Under the Stars

12 G

Prints - Open

Marius

Bothma

3 water restrictions

12 G

Prints - Open

Lorna

Darroll

5 Beach riders

11 S

Prints - Open

Joseph

Inns

4 Moonlight tracks

12 G

Prints - Open

Lynne

Kruger-Haye

3 Snacktime in the Kgalagadi

11 S

Prints - Open

Martin

Kleingeld

3 Zanita

11 S

9B

Category Name

Firstname

Lastname

Star
Rating

Title

Score
Total

Awards

Prints - Set Subject Alta

Jones

2 1904 CHARM

11 G

Prints - Set Subject Joseph

Inns

4 A soul shines through

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Wayne

Weimann

3 Abandoned to the mist

10 S

Prints - Set Subject Lynne

Kruger-Haye

3 Angles and Reflections

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Barbara

van Eeden

4 Argitektuur in Afrikaans

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Christo

la Grange

5 Canal Walk Reflection

10 S

Prints - Set Subject Marleen

La Grange

5 Classic building

11 S

Prints - Set Subject Marius

Bothma

3 future design

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Richard

Jones

2 Harbour Office

11 G

Prints - Set Subject Martin

Kleingeld

3 Jaa Boet Those Were The Days

11 S

Prints - Set Subject Clifford

Wyeth

5 Liverpool reflected

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Lorna

Darroll

5 Muizenberg architecture

14 COM~1S

Prints - Set Subject David

Barnes

3 Night Arches

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Francois

du Bois

4 Old Townhouse early morning

11 S

Prints - Set Subject Stephen

Burgstahler

3 Sky Cathedral

12 G~2S

Prints - Set Subject Rob

Minter

4 Stairways to heaven

11 S

Prints - Set Subject Erwin

Kruger-Haye

2 Windows

12 G

Prints - Set Subject Arnold

vd Westhuizen

1 Windswept

10 G

Last laugh…...
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